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I      am 
a Stutterer



Introduction
(!e phone is ringing.)

Lenny’s Pizza: “Lenny’s Pizza, can I help you?”

Me: “Ah yes, hi…” 

Lenny’s Pizza: “Hi…”

Me: “I would…………um, I would like to order…….a large pizza, please?”

Lenny’s Pizza: “Are you picking up?” 

Me: “No…could…could you….um…………………..” 

(My eyes roll up into my head in frustration.)

Lenny’s Pizza: “what’s that?”

Me: “oh……….oh…..…deliver it please?

Lenny’s Pizza: “Okay, what’s your address?”

Me: “My address is wo………………one…………………………….”

Lenny’s Pizza: “HELLO??”

(!e phone call ends.)
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I am a stutterer.  

I cannot remember when I started stuttering. Perhaps it was some time 
after the birth of my sister, at the age of three or four, when my vocabulary was 
su$cient to string enough words together. Regardless of when it began, I cannot 
remember a time without my stutter. It is a part of me—something I have had to 
live with on a daily basis, and something I can safely predict will follow me until 
the end of my days upon this earth.

!e ability to communicate %uently is something most people take for 
granted; the average individual articulates his thoughts with little or no con-
scious e#ort, using his lungs, vocal chords, tongue, lips, and jaw in unison to 
form words, phrases, and sentences. Naturally, there will be instances when he 
becomes self-conscious, shy, or %ustered and trips over words as he searches for 
what to say. He may try to arrange his next sentence in his head only to utter half 
of it too early in a "t of excitement. Or, he may suddenly realize that he wanted to 
say something entirely di#erent. For him, this is a temporary inability to sort out 
his spoken words. It soon passes. His anxiety disappears and his speech returns to 
normal. 6,732,000,000 of my fellow humans, or 99% of the world’s population, 
fall into this category of  “non-stutterers,” which I have just described. To a “non-
stutterer,” speaking comes easily.

I am in the category of the other 1%. I am a stutterer. 

And tonight, I can barely order a pizza.  
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Hypothesis 
&      Abstract



Problem/Hypothesis
Many modern speech therapies have de"ciencies, and no single technique 

works for everyone su#ering from dis%uency. More often, speech therapists 
emphasize physiological behaviors and techniques, while not fully confronting or 
understanding a stutterer’s mental anxieties and personal experiences.

In contrast to current stuttering approaches, which often set unrealis-
tic expectations of perfection, strict guidelines, or focus on only one area for 
improvement, Design !inking examines a problem holistically and promotes 
further experimentation.

Using Design !inking’s human-centered observation, prototyping, 
and constant re"nement, a robust system of speech dis%uency evaluation and 
experimentation could be created to facilitate self-improvement and augment 
existing therapy.
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Abstract
Stuttering a#ects 1% of the world’s population, and there is no known cure. 

!erapies and treatments, often varying in approach, focus, and intensity, have 
de"ciencies that o#er room for improvement.

My thesis demonstrates how Design !inking can be used to create a new 
process of observation and experimentation toward improving the lives of stutter-
ers. !is self-created process, termed !e Redesigned Stutterer, allows stutterers to 
observe and analyze their speech in a chosen stuttering situation and prototype 
possible experiments to improve their %uency in a rapid time frame. !e resulting 
insights could supplement more traditional forms of therapy and create a more 
holistic and robust approach towards %uency. By using a feedback loop to con-
tinuously re-examine and analyze progress, stutterers can make adjustments and 
new inferences when applicable.

!rough my own experimentation, which consisted of videotaping myself 
stuttering in a repeatable situation and adhering to the process, I found my pro-
posed ideology to show great promise. I gained a deeper understanding of my own 
stuttering, as well as new approaches to utilize as I seek improved %uency. Fur-
thermore, fellow stutterers could utilize this process themselves or within online 
communities – brainstorming ideas, receiving support, and sharing knowledge. 
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What is 
      Stuttering?



So, What is Stuttering?
!e Stuttering Foundation, a leading international stuttering organization 

founded in 1947, de"nes stuttering as “a communication disorder in which the 
%ow of speech is broken by repetitions (li-li-like this), prolongations (lllllike this), 
or abnormal stoppages (no sound) of sounds and syllables. !ere may also be 
unusual facial and body movements associated with the e#ort to speak. Stuttering 
is also known as stammering.”1

!e National Stuttering Association, a U.S.-based stuttering support orga-
nization with about three thousand members, clari"es the speci"c word “stutter-
ing” as “used to refer either to the speci"c speech dis%uencies that are commonly 
seen in people who stutter or to the overall communication di$culty that people 
who stutter may experience.”2  

A more simpli"ed yet eloquent de"nition may be one given by Dr. William 
H. Perkins, a famous professor of speech pathology – “Stuttering is the experi-
ence of losing control of the speech mechanism.”3 

Personally, I like that last de"nition.  I’ve always tried to control my speech, 
but more often than not, my stutter has controlled me. 

Generally, stuttered speech falls into three categories, commonly referred 
to as repetition, prolongation, and blocking.4 With repetition, a stutterer repeats 
words or parts of words, often in rapid succession. Prolongation refers to the 
prolonged holding out of speci"c sounds or words as syllables are stretched longer 
than necessary. Blocking occurs as a stutterer prepares to say a word, has opened 
his mouth in the correct shape to form the word, yet no sound is emitted for a 
long period of time.  !e stutterer appears tense or struggling during these times 
or may use connecting words such as “umm” or “like” to move through to the 
intended word.
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!e American Speech-Language-Hearing Association o#ers the following 
examples of these three stuttering categories:

 
“W- W- W- Where are you going?” (Part-word repetition: !e person is 
having di$culty moving from the “w” in “where” to the remaining sounds in 
the word. On the fourth attempt, he successfully completes the word.)
             
 “SSSS ave me a seat.” (Sound prolongation: !e person is having di$culty 
moving from the “s” in “save” to the remaining sounds in the word. He con-
tinues to say the “s” sound until he is able to complete the word.)
             
“I’ll meet you - um um you know like - around six o’clock.” (A series of 
interjections: !e person expects to have di$culty smoothly joining the 
word “you” with the word “around.” In response to the anticipated dif-
"culty, he produces several interjections until he is able to say the word 
“around” smoothly.)5

Many stutterers sound out of breath when they talk, and more severe stut-
terers have involuntary muscle movements of the head, a %utter of the eyes, or 
spastic body movements as they struggle to say words. While there are often 
dis%uencies in the speech of non-stutterers, these levels are far lower and more 
acceptable than the higher rates of stutterers.

So what was happening during my call to the pizza shop? I was “blocking”, 
and my stutter would be de"ned as a “block”. While less noticeable to the public 
than when compared to the "rst two categories of repetition and prolongation, a 
blockage, nonetheless, has its drawbacks and can be a vexing problem for some-
one who wishes to communicate his thoughts and opinions. While I’ve never 
been at a loss for words, I can often seem confused or indecisive as my stutter 
blocks a choice word which I’m about to say. Fortunately, I do not seem to possess 
extreme physical issues in conjunction with stuttering, save for the occasional eye 
%utter, some awkward mouth movements, and the occasional shift in eye contact.  
But even these blocks and minor outward appearances of struggle and hesitancy 
do a great disservice to the focused thoughts in my mind, trapped for a few soul-
crushing moments before they are stuttered out or avoided entirely.
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What Causes Stuttering?
!ere are four main factors identi"ed as causing stuttering.6 !e most com-

mon is genetics, and close to 60% of known stutterers have a family member who 
stutters as well.7 I can point to at least one in my family, an uncle on my mother’s 
side who stuttered during childhood and adulthood.

!e other factors contributing to an onset of stuttering include neurophysi-
ological disorders related to the processing of speech and development, delays in 
childhood development and, in certain circumstances, stressful environmental 
or familial dynamics.  Yet, while it is widely accepted in scienti"c and medical 
circles that stuttering’s origins are neither social nor emotional, stuttering still 
su#ers the stigma of being thought of as a psychological-based a&iction. !at 
is not to say that anxiety, social stigmas, and personal issues are not common to 
stutterers, but these are not the root cause of stuttering.

Recently, research from the New England Journal of Medicine has shown 
evidence of “three genetic mutations in the brain cells of people who stutter. !e 
cells are located in the part of the brain that controls speech, which suggests that 
genes could play a big role in the disorder.”8 !e knowledge that could potentially 
be gained by this growing research could suggest patterns for individualized 
therapies and why certain stutterers are more responsive to speci"c treatments 
than others. Further o# is the hope that a genetic cure could be found.

14
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Stuttering Statistics
According to the Stuttering Foundation, more than “68 million people 

stutter worldwide, making stutterers close to 1% of the world’s population. In the 
United States, there are approximately 3 million stutterers. Males are four times 
as likely to be a#ected as women are.”9

Stuttering most often begins in the early years of childhood between four 
and seven years old, which holds true for my own stutter. Most childhood 
stutterers can be successfully treated if caught early enough, but for 1% of these 
childhood cases, stuttering continues on into adulthood and lasts throughout 
their lives.  

I am part of this unfortunate statistic. Acknowledging the problem early, my 
parents enrolled me in sessions with a local speech therapist, as well as the speech 
therapy classes o#ered in my elementary school. Despite these early inventions, 
my problem never completely resolved itself during this four year time period. 
While I’ve made vast improvements throughout my life, I still continue to be an 
adult stutterer.
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Stuttering Anxieties
Aside from the physical attributes of stuttering, stutterers often have long-

term emotional and social anxieties towards speaking and interacting. As the 
National Stuttering Association states on its website, “In addition to producing 
dis%uencies, people who stutter often experience physical tension and struggle in 
their speech muscles, as well as embarrassment, anxiety, and fear about speaking. 
Together, these symptoms can make it very di$cult for people who stutter to say 
what they want to say, and to communicate e#ectively with others.”10

Stuttering interferes with work, school and family life. Children and 
adults who stutter may often avoid speaking situations, feel embarrassed when 
others discover their stutter, and neglect discussing their stuttering with family, 
friends and co-workers. Furthermore, stuttering is a very audible and visible 
a&iction, drawing attention, often unwanted, to the stutterer. In the NSA’s 
2009 survey, they reported that “Eight out of 10 children who stutter have been 
bullied or teased.”11  

While stuttering itself does not cause emotional or psychological problems, 
a stutterer’s life will often be impacted in some way by his and her dis%uency, 
which negatively a#ects emotions and social interactions even in the most minor 
cases. To varying degrees, most stutterers share many commonalities such as a 
fear of phone calls, public speaking, or even simple interactions with strangers. 
Stutterers may also practice circumlocution, the act of switching or rearranging 
words before or as they are speaking to avoid certain sounds or letters. Other 
typical habits are feigning ignorance or forgetfulness and all-out avoidance of the 
worrisome situation itself. 

In all adult stutterers, these behaviors learned over a lifetime begin to add a 
strong psychological component to their stuttering. !e anticipation of stutter-
ing throughout their daily lives becomes as powerful as the physiological muscle 
movements that impede their %uent speech. For therapists and the stutterers 
themselves, it becomes hard to address one without addressing the other. !e 
additional variable of an individual’s acceptance and support by his or her family 
and peers, or the opposite absence of support, also contributes directly to their 
stuttering and state of mind.  

18
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Many stutters are a#ected severely by their a&iction, even choosing careers 
and life paths based on their stuttering. “40% of adults have been denied a job 
or promotion because of their stuttering,” the NSA’s 2009 survey states.12 In the 
workplace, some adult stutterers face overt or subtle discrimination because of 
negative stereotypes about stuttering. !ese include the widely held misconcep-
tions that stutterers are “nervous, shy, quiet, self-conscious, withdrawn, indeci-
sive, tense, anxious, fearful, reticent, and guarded.”13

To the average, %uent individual, stuttering is often a misunderstood a&ic-
tion. !at is not to say that many, upon realizing they are dealing with a stut-
terer, could not be very empathetic and understanding, because many can. Yet, 
until that moment, awareness of stuttering is very low, and most people cannot 
help but think subjectively about the a&icted person to whom they are listening. 
Stuttering is often unjustly and negatively associated with confusion, stupidity, 
some sort of shyness, or underdeveloped social skills. At its best it is tolerated and 
accepted; at its worst it is derided and sco#ed at. In comparison to hearing loss, 
sickness, or a physical disability, stuttering is less objectively understood, and the 
prevailing yet unfounded wisdom that stuttering equals a mental disorder still 
exists strongly today. Many feel that stuttering can be solved by improving con"-
dence, trying harder, or by simply rising above some perceived trauma, shyness, or 
social ineptitude. While these may help, they are not singular solutions.

Even more detrimental is the fact that many stutterers, like myself, can often 
casually hide their dis%uency, either by circumlocution, avoidance, or having a 
relatively minor stutter that only appears in certain situations. Sometimes when 
I tell people I have a speech problem, they do not understand how that could be 
possible. !e image of the severe stutterer is prevalent in most individuals’ minds.
!ey claim they never noticed, as if that would cure me or would simply make me 
feel better. It just shows I have gotten too good at hiding it away.   
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Speech !erapy
While there is no single known cure for adult stuttering, there exists many 

widely available therapies and treatments. !e majority of stutterers seeking 
treatment attend speech therapy with a Speech-Language Pathologist (or SLP), a 
professional who can evaluate speech-related issues and may be pro"cient in one 
of any number of speech therapy methods. !erapy with an SLP can range from 
continual sessions that show incremental progression over time, to days or weeks-
long intensive therapies. !erapies are often available in school or by private 
practitioners or organizations. 

!e 2009 NSA Survey of Stutterers showed that out of 1,250 respondents:

14  

While it would seem that recognizing and evaluating a stutter in a person’s 
speech would be a simple task, it is more nuanced than initially thought.  While 
most individuals can observe dis%uent traits in the average stutterer’s speech, 
other traits such as speech rate, language skills, and personality attributes can 
only be properly determined by professional therapists.

In order to evaluate a stutterer, a speech language pathologist will record the 
amount and varieties of dis%uent speech in a number of scenarios, such as read-
ing, monologue, general conversation, and telephone calls. An individual’s coping 
methods will also be evaluated, to determine how any dis%uencies may a#ect his 
or her daily life and activities. Further interviews, tests, and evaluations are then 
given to determine how severe the speech disorders may be, and the impact it has 
caused in the stutterer’s life.

Asha.org states that “Information from the evaluation is then used to de-
velop a speci"c treatment program, one that is designed to:

1. help the individual speak more %uently,
2. communicate more e#ectively, and
3. participate more fully in life activities.”15  

Speech therapy, in general, involves the practice and mastery of %uency-
shaping and stuttering modi"cation techniques; these two approaches may be 
utilized alone or possibly in tandem, depending on the program and patient.  

22
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Fluency shaping therapies focus on the entirety of a stutterer’s speech, seek-
ing to retrain the physical speaking apparatus in order to create a smoother, more 
controlled speaking style.  To combat the incorrect motor skills they already have, 
stutterers learn breathing and respiration techniques such as continuous exhala-
tion of breath, gentle onset of vocal volume, breath support, phrasing, slowed 
speech rates, and prolonged speech that emphasizes drawing out syllables and 
vowels.  While %uency-shaping therapy does not address the attitudes or anxiet-
ies associated with the adult stutterer, it is thought that these issues will disappear 
upon removing the physical stutter.

Stuttering modi"cation therapies and techniques, developed originally by 
Charles Van Riper between 1936 and 1958, seek to change the attitudes and 
self-perception of stutterers in order to reduce the physical manifestations of stut-
tering. !ey seek to reduce the fear associated with certain social situations that 
will bring on a more pronounced onset of stuttering, discourage the avoidance 
of these situations, and encourage acceptance and control over the disability. 
Voluntary stuttering, self-identi"cation as a stutterer, and immediate recogni-
tion and corrections of stuttering behaviors are major techniques associated with 
stuttering modi"cation. 

Some of the better-known therapy programs are the following:
Precision Fluency Shaping at the Hollins Communications Research
Institute – a three-week intensive program focused on %uency shaping and 
the scienti"c analysis of stuttering.
!e McGuire Programme and !e Star"sh Project – two United King-
dom-based programs that draw from costal (or diaphragmatic) breathing and 
some stuttering modi"cation.
Ezy-Speech – in-home stuttering treatment program
American Institute for Stuttering - intensive stuttering therapy program 
that combines %uency shaping with stuttering modi"cation.
Dynamic Stuttering !erapy – program focused on making cognitive and 
behavioral changes to reduce stuttering.
Mach 1 – four-day intensive therapy that works on the psychology that lies 
behind stuttering.
Monterey Fluency Program & Lindscombe Method – structured therapy 
programs for children which use %uency shaping and stuttering modi"cation.
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Shortcomings of Speech !erapy
Speech therapy is the most viable and accepted way to increase %uency. 

However, it has many shortcomings that often prevent adult stutterers from truly 
reaching their goals or even "nding slight improvement.

Lack of Experts

While there are many speech-language pathologists, there are an alarmingly 
limited number trained to deal with adult stutterers. As of 2009, of the 10,000 
SLP’s registered and licensed through the American Speech-Language Hearing 
Association, less than 400 were certi"ed %uency experts.16 

In the 2009 NSA Survey of Stutterers, comprised of 3,000 stutterers, only 
about “one-third of adult and teen respondents had speech therapy from Board-
Recognized Specialists in Fluency Disorders: clinicians who specialize in stut-
tering.”

John C. Harrison, former head of the National Stuttering Association and 
creator of the Speak Easy Program, has strong feelings about speech therapists 
and their role in treating stutterers:

“A good speech therapist needs to be an expert in speech pathology as well 
as be able to recognize the other factors that may be impacting the client’s 
speech. !en, just like my internist, the therapist should be able to diagnose 
the problem and, if he or she does not have the requisite skills, be prepared 
to direct the client to the appropriate therapeutic resources when such quali-
"ed help is called for. But to do this, the therapist must possess an under-
standing of the entire stuttering system and not focus so narrowly on just the 
mechanics of speech.”17

!is lack of a %uid, overarching approach to speech therapy, one that ad-
dresses the physiological as well as the environmental and emotional aspects of 
the stutterer, is one reason therapy is often not as successful as it could be.  

Harrison continues by saying, “It is precisely because of the self-perpetuating 
nature of the system that it is so di$cult to bring about permanent change at only 
one point. What usually happens is that after therapy most people who stut-
ter slide back. !is is because many therapy programs simply adopt a strategy of 
control in which only speech issues are addressed. Nothing is done to transform 
the system that supports the dis%uent speech…!is system is not static; rather it 
is a system that ebbs and %ows, depending on the circumstances.”18  
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!e Relapse

Most therapies can help people who stutter signi"cantly speak more %uently 
in a short time, especially in a clinical setting. But long-term success is often elu-
sive, and relapses are common. For this reason, short-term clinical results are not 
an accurate measure of treatment e#ectiveness. !e 2009 NSA Survey of Stutterers 
states, “84% have experienced a relapse after improving their %uency in therapy.” 19  

Without consistent monitoring, attention, and practice through the help of 
a therapist, a stutterer is likely to slip back into old habits. Furthermore, therapy 
will not have a lasting impact unless the client is motivated and willing to make 
some actual changes in behavior.20  

So why the consistently high amount of relapses into older stuttering pat-
terns post-therapy? !e Veils of Stuttering website o#ers two likely answers:

“1. For stuttering to develop in the "rst place, it requires that the person 
have a genetic predisposition to stutter, most likely involving neurological, 
physiological, personality and other factors. Changing some of these charac-
teristics would require something akin to changing the person’s hair color. 
 
2. Years of stuttering behavior (particularly in the important early childhood 
years) result in the physiological and emotional reactivity associated with 
stuttering becoming classically conditioned. Recent research indicates that 
such conditioning can be extinguished to a greater or lesser extent, but not 
totally erased.”21 

 
Intensive therapy, while o#ering a rapid retraining of the stutterer, seems 

even more prone to this relapse. As the Stuttering Foundation states on its web-
site, “For many people, however, it takes a longer period of time to overcome the 
negative feelings about stuttering that build up over the years. In this situation, 
intensive therapy may not be the right approach to treat the stuttering.”22  
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Shortcomings of Speech !erapy (continued)
From Safe !erapy to the Dangerous Real World

Speech !erapy is often learned and practiced in a safe stuttering environ-
ment, one in which the stutterer feels more at ease and accepted by his therapist 
and fellow stutterers. However, techniques and %uency which seem attainable in 
these safe environments begin to break down and erode when taken outside the 
con"nes of these safe environments. Because e#orts are not always made to take 
the therapy out of the therapist’s o$ce and transplant it into real-life situations, 
stutterers are often given a misleading and false sense of security and success.

!roughout my most recent therapeutic experience, I was fortunate enough 
to have an SLP open to accompanying me while I tried out my techniques in 
stores, restaurants, and even at my own home with friends. It became an im-
portant part of my therapy. While this was something I was open to and even 
requested, many therapists may not o#er the same real world experiences during 
their allotted session times. 

One size doesn’t "t all

“!ere are, perhaps, as many di#erent patterns of stuttering as there are people 
who stutter. !ere are many di#erent degrees of stuttering, from mild to severe.” 

        - National Stuttering Association Website23 

Speci"c speech therapies have their own techniques, treatments, and mile-
stones, as well as their own practitioners, evangelists, and advocates. Popular 
therapies insist that stutterers commit fully to the therapy, as any deviation from 
the established system may decrease the chances of success. Yet this one-size-
"ts-all approach does not allow for spontaneity or new ideas to permeate into an 
individual’s treatments, insights that may prove more e#ective to the stutterer’s 
own unique needs. 

26
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Alternative Treatments
While speech therapy from a professional speech language pathologist is still 

widely viewed as the most successful treatment for stutterers, there are count-
less options that purport to cure, or at least improve, stuttering. !ese alternative 
treatments vary widely. Some stutterers supplement traditional speech therapy 
with these alternative methods. Others use them exclusively or not at all. 

Electronic Fluency Devices

Electronic Fluency Devices, also known more speci"cally as DAF (Delayed 
auditory feedback) and FAF (Frequency Auditory Feedback) devices are elec-
tronic accessories that a#ect how a stutterer hears his own voice while speaking.  
!ese machines, worn as an ear piece and often having additional wireless attach-
ments, create the simulated e#ect of “choral speaking”. Choral speaking, the act 
of speaking in unison with one or more individuals, has been shown to reduce or 
eliminate stuttering when utilized.

DAF devices increase the time between when a word is spoken and when 
the ear hears it, often sounding as an echo would. FAF machines alter the pitch 
of the voice, elevating or lowering it slightly. When used together, this “creates 
the illusion of another speaker speaking at the same time.”24 By wearing such a 
device in one’s ear, such as the popular Speecheasy model sold by the company 
of the same name, stutterers can often speak %uently or slow down their rate of 
speech.

Unfortunately, DAF and FAF devices are extremely expensive, costing 
around "ve thousand dollars on average for each system. Furthermore, they are 
aesthetically unappealing and obvious to most onlookers, causing new anxiet-
ies for stutterers who simply wish to speak %uently. Other drawbacks include 
maintenance, power source issues, and visible wires. In cases of minor dis%uency, 
DAF devices have not been as e#ective. In the 2009 NSA Survey of Stutterers, the 
results found that “11% say the device was very successful in managing their stut-
tering but 52% say it was not at all successful.”25
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Hypnotherapy

Hypnotherapy, or hypnosis, has been used by stutterers to alter current 
behaviors and potentially hard-code new ones. Under the in%uence of a skilled 
hypnotist, it is believed that stutterers can suppress their anxieties in speaking 
situations, improve their self-con"dence or self-image, or in extreme cases, return 
stutterers to a pre-stuttering mindset. 

Yet Malcolm Fraser, founder of the Stuttering Foundation of America, 
states, “it has been suggested that hypnotism might help. It sure would be 
wonderful if you could reduce or eliminate your tension by getting some sort of 
hypnotic treatment, but unfortunately it has not been shown that hypnosis has 
any permanent e#ect.”26

Neuro-linguistic Programming

Neuro-linguistic Programming, or NLP, is an approach towards stuttering 
that prioritizes cognitive training over behavioral training, the latter being more 
commonly used in traditional speech therapy. NLP attempts to retrain the brain, 
instead of the body, to behave di#erently. Mike Jones, a leading British prac-
titioner of NLP and writer of Towards Re-Programming !e Stammering Mind, 
elaborates that “stammering is an unresolved dissiliency triggered by situations, 
words etc and made worse by one of three natural responses to the felt experience: 
"ght = attack the problem (overt stammering); %ight = avoid it (covert stammer-
ing) or freeze = total block.”27  

 In utilizing cognitive training, stutterers can enter a “witness state” where 
they can objectively analyze and unemotionally examine what is happening when 
they stutter. !ey can then learn to re-train that part of their mental state to 
avoid or “forget” stuttering.

Sarah Johnson, a stutterer who elaborates on her own experiences with 
NLP, states: “!e course focused on witnessing what happens when we block. 
!e thought patterns that perpetuate the behaviour lose their power when viewed 
objectively, and so in moving from behaviour to witness state (subjective to objec-
tive), we were able to analyse our thought processes to the degree where we could 
begin to rebuild them.”28  

Detractors of Neuro-Linguistic Programming, such as Dr. Tom Weidig of 
thestutteringbrain.com, feel that NLP’s focus solely on the cognitive aspects of 
stuttering rule out the very real physical and behavioral attributes of the disabil-
ity. “In fact, stammering…very likely is both: a physical problem which also kick-
starts cognitive problems which then aggravate and re-enforce stammering.”29 
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Alternative Treatments (continued)
Medication

While there is no true pill yet to alleviate stuttering, many medications and 
drugs have been prescribed and are being taken for that very reason. Studies have 
found high levels of dopamine in stutterers30, leading to the idea that dopamine 
antagonists that inhibit these higher-levels can reduce stuttering. Haldol, Risp-
erdal, Zyrprexa, Pimozide, Pagoclone and Tiapride are some of the more com-
mon drugs tried by stutterers.

While many of the aforementioned dopamine antagonists drugs and medi-
cations have been proven to reduce stutterering, their side e#ects are often very 
pronounced and not worth the possibility of attaining %uency. Furthermore, there 
has not been adequate testing done on the long-term e#ects of using such drugs.

Others

Other alternative treatments that are often tried in conjunction with stutter-
ering are counseling, psychotherapy, meditation, yoga, various relaxation tech-
niques, acupuncture, and costal (diaphragmic) breathing. While these all may 
have short term e#ects or o#er ways of alleviating some of the burdens of stutter-
ing, they have not shown to be successful as long term solutions.

Overall

One cannot begrudge stutterers for looking to alternative methods of 
treatment for their stutters, and on occasion, these methods lead to incremental 
improvements. Unfortunately, the overall results of alternative treatments just do 
not measure up to conventional speech therapy. !e 2009 NSA Survey of Stutterers 
found these alternative methods of treatments “less e#ective in allowing stutterers 
progressive and maintainable improvement, although they have often successfully 
helped speci"c individuals” and that “One-third of adult and teen respondents 
had treatment other than speech therapy for stuttering. While some respondents 
had a measure of success with some treatments, none approached the success rate 
of speech therapy.”31  
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Fellow Stutterers
Statistics and case studies tell only part of the story, and to fully under-

stand the complexity that comes with stuttering, I needed to speak with stut-
terers themselves.  

Unfortunately, my years of self-imposed “isolation” and avoidance of the 
“stuttering community” left me with few immediate contacts. But, through 
Facebook.com, I quickly joined up the National Stuttering Association page and 
another support page called Stuttering Community, and dove into an extremely 
open and accepting world that I had never imagined existed. After a few in-
troductions, I was soon corresponding with numerous stutterers located in the 
United States and throughout the world. Over the course of a month, I asked 
"fteen of them speci"c questions, yielding fascinating results.

Out of the "fteen stutterers with whom I spoke, eight were male and seven 
were female. !eir stutters ranged from blocking, to repetition, to prolongation, 
and occasionally with more than one characteristic. !eir stutters manifested 
themselves in many situations commonly regarded as highly stressful speak-
ing situations, like public presentations, introductions to a stranger, speaking to 
authority "gures, or answering or talking on the phone. Many o#ered personal 
examples – “saying my last name when introducing myself,” “interviewing for 
a job out of college,” “doing oral presentations in school” and “asking for home 
leave while in the army.”

Situations in which stuttering was less of an issue were “talking with friends, 
family, or simply alone”, “feeling con"dent and focused”, “relaxed or at peace”, or 
“singing.” One respondent strongly felt that his %uency improved in professional 
situations versus casual engagements, citing a successful, personal e#ort to better 
their professional speaking.

All respondents admitted to using circumlocution (the act of switching 
words in one’s head before saying them aloud) to avoid stuttering.
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Speech !erapy

Overall, eight of them were currently undergoing speech therapy. Four 
respondents had never had speech therapy. Eleven had intermittent therapy 
throughout their lives (including the eight still in therapy). While a few seemed 
generally happy with their speech therapy, others mentioned reasons why they 
were dissatis"ed or currently not being treated.  

“It doesn’t help when having speech therapy in a private o$ce or room 
instead of in the real world.”

“I remember reading very slowly in front of our small class of stutterers. !is 
did not help me because I did not see my fellow stutterers as individuals who 
would judge me. I was very comfortable stuttering in front of them. !e stutter-
ing would commence its normal consistency outside the therapy though.”

As one remarked, “Traditional speech therapy has simply not worked. I am 
in the process of studying why and how I stutter myself while also going to meet-
ings with other people that stutter.”

Four admitting to not practicing as much as they should, or not at all. 
“Hardly ever,” one particularly disheartening stutterer told me. “I am in a state 
of helplessness. I often drag through the day replaying moments of speech and 
the embarrassment I felt. I shall admit this is very unhealthy and harmful to my 
inner peace.”

Respondents were split on tracking their %uency in a methodical or scien-
ti"c way.  !e most proactive stutterer in the group “uses an excel spreadsheet to 
record progress”, while others used scales provided by a therapist and their own 
casual mental tracking. Most did not track their progress or have a way of judging 
improvement.

A few stutterers mentioned using or being interested in alternative methods, 
including hypnotherapy, taking medication (such as Propranolol, Xanax, and Lo-
razepram), voluntary stuttering, and DAF devices. None reported any exemplary 
results or improvements in their %uency.
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Fellow Stutterers (continued)
Learning for themselves

!e most fascinating aspect of these discussions was how many were using 
their own insights, experiences, and instincts to form habits and improve their 
own %uency in situations. From “envisioning what I’m saying” and “taking a deep 
breath before speaking” to circumlocution and even “opening my mouth wider 
when speaking,” each individual was trying his or her own methods based on 
his or her unique situations. !erapy or not, each of the "fteen stutterers was 
engaged in some way in evaluating and "nding some sort of interim "x for 
their stutter.

“Sometimes I will ‘grunt’ or make what I feel is a strange noise to get myself 
out of a block”

“I have pinched myself in inconspicuous manners!”

“If I am talking on the telephone I will move my hands in a rhythmic man-
ner to create a pattern to articulate to.”

“Swearing, like in ‘!e King’s Speech’.”

Personal Viewpoint

All viewed their particular stutter as a challenge to overcome. “I approach it 
as a challenge, which is how I approach most life situations.” Yet, a few were get-
ting closer to acceptance of their own stutter. “It has been a challenge all my life 
and I attempt to overcome it everyday, but lately, I think I’ve been transitioning to 
acceptance and working on my attitude towards this part of me.”  

Socially, nine of the respondents mentioned having a “low self-esteem,” 
“lack of con"dence,” and “a negative self-image.” Many said that they were more 
introverted and shy, avoided speaking situations, and even found it hard to date 
and attract others. In contrast, one respondent mentioned being more “talkative 
and extra extroverted,” which is a characteristic that I "nd in myself.

Overall, stuttering contributed greatly to their feelings of frustration, anger, 
and especially embarrassment.

“My feelings when stuttering range from frustration, to anger, to lack of 
control, to low self-esteem/con"dence.”
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“I feel defeated in ways. I have learned techniques to aid in my %uency, but 
they don’t always work, or I feel like I can’t seem to use them the way they 
were intended to be used.”

“Over the years, my thinking towards my stutter has evolved and has 
become a lot more ‘friendly’ and matter of fact, but my feelings tend to veer 
and still become dark and sad at times.”

“I feel like I am reaching for words that I am clearly seeing myself say in my 
mind. I can vividly recite the sentence or word(s) but my tongue and breath-
ing are on separate pages.”

“If I am in a block for a long time, I become hyper-conscious of how the 
other person is reacting.”

“I often feel like I need to apologize and explain to people that I stutter. 
Sometimes I’ll even ask them to be patient while I wait for the mental block 
to pass so that I can "nally ‘spit it out’ without making repetitions. I feel like 
explaining that I am a stutterer makes me and the other person feel more 
comfortable, and ultimately tempers the shame and frustration.”

As one stutterer told me, “I think my stammering is more psychologi-
cal, since there are many times when I can speak almost %uently or at least well 
enough that people would never think I stammer. !erefore, I have focused my 
self-therapy on reducing the anxiety and stress in my life that seems to be the root 
cause of my stammering.”

Career Choices

Only three respondents said that they chose their current job because of 
their stutter or social anxieties, and most said that stuttering never held them 
back from the career of their choice.  

Where it did a#ect many of them was in their willingness to take on a 
greater speaking role or a leadership position within their current job. Still, a 
few would not be intimidated by it.  As one respondent stated, “My stutter not 
only in%uenced me to become an speech language pathologist myself, but also 
has given me a great sense of passion and purpose. I think it’s so empowering to 
take something that I once thought of as crippling, and turn that weakness into a 
strength and a career.” 
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Fellow Stutterers (continued)
A Positive Spin?

When asked to re%ect, all "fteen respondents could point to at least one 
positive to come out of their stuttering. “Empathy towards others” was most com-
monly cited, as were “patience,” “humility,” “perseverance,” and “compassion.” “I 
think I have grown up being more understanding of people that may be di#er-
ent,” one remarked, while another stated, “I think I am the kind of person who 
could become proud and cocky very easily, but my stutter has taught me humility 
and that everyone has a %aw.”

Close Connections

Most respondents named their wives, husbands, mothers, and close friends 
as those they could speak intimately with about stuttering without fear of judge-
ment. One went far beyond that in stating, “I can trust a total stranger with my 
feelings about stuttering. I feel the more open I am about it, the less ashamed I 
am about it. Not that I am ashamed anymore, but being open about it, educates 
other people who may be misinformed about stuttering/stutterers, and ultimately 
makes me feel proud that I have overcome my stutter in many ways.” In contrast, 
one said that he could trust  “no one, since no one can understand it like I do.”

Yet, there were con%icting viewpoints on family acceptance of stuttering 
among the respondents. While half o#ered their immediate families as support-
ive, the rest felt the opposite. 

“I don’t think they understand it well. !ey think there is some ‘cure’ for it.”

“My parents were very critical when I was younger which, I think, hindered 
any progress I made.”

“My biological family never directly addressed it, making me sense an emo-
tion of shame and their idea that ‘he’ll grow out of it eventually.’”

Still, almost all respondents are currently open about their stutter with their 
non-stuttering friends, family, and acquaintances. “Talking about my stuttering 
tends to take the mystery out of it for people and that makes me feel at ease; if 
they know and seem to be okay with my stutter, I am not as nervous about letting 
a stutter slip.”  
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Part of a Whole

Overall, the respondents felt very empathic and understanding towards 
other stutterers and were open to helping others in the stuttering community. All 
except three actively looked towards other stutterers for support. All respondents 
utilized the internet and social networks to connect to other stutterers.

In contrast, the "fteen respondents were split in their feelings of isolation.  
Half felt very alone in their struggle for %uency, and even preferred to deal with 
their stutter alone. !e other half, who did NOT feel alone stated that they were 
part of a stuttering group, either in their community or online. !is half felt very 
strongly about their involvement with other stutterers, having “good” to “very 
good” feelings about their experiences. One respondent, having attended the 
Maine chapter of the NSA, happily remarked that, “I had not met many people 
who stutter before attending this group…these people are amazing, strong, and 
successful, and just want to be heard and be stronger communicators.”

!ese stutterers all felt that being involved with fellow stutterers helped 
with their %uency as well as their social interactions and self-con"dence. “People 
openly share what works and what doesn’t work for them.”
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No Miracle Cure
“Don’t dwell longingly on your %uency in the magical belief that some day 
your speech blocks will disappear. !ere is no magic potion, no pink pill that 
will cure stuttering.” 
– Malcolm Fraser, Founder of the Stuttering Foundation of America32 

Fraser’s statement, while brutally honest, is quite true. As of this time, there 
is no cure for adult stuttering, and only through constant and vigilant practice can 
improved %uency be reached. Nevertheless, even after improvement over a long 
period of time, stuttering relapses are always possible.

Dr. Eugene B. Cooper, former Chair of the University of Alabama De-
partment of Communicative Disorders, has termed this constant state Chronic 
Perseverative Stuttering (CPS) Syndrome. He has de"ned it as “an adolescent and 
adult disorder in the %uency of speech resulting from multiple coexisting physi-
ological, psychological, and environmental factors, distinguished by (a) recurrence 
following periods of remission, (b) characteristic cognitive, a#ective and behav-
ioral response patterns, and (c) susceptibility to alleviation but, given the present 
state of the healing arts, not to eradication.”33

Acceptance of this cold truth has caused a splintering among stutterers, 
leading some towards acceptance of their own stutter, knowingly or begrudgingly.  
Others continue seeking treatments and therapy that keeps the status quo, allows 
for improvement, or possibly leads to a "nal cure. 
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Yet, some stutterers begin to consciously develop their own self therapies, as 
they learn how to adapt to situations and scenarios that present themselves. !eir 
techniques run the gamut from tricks and avoidances to positive, courageous ef-
forts, and many of these stutterers have found that only they themselves fully un-
derstand what is happening to them…and what might be done about it. !is idea 
reached its height  in Malcolm Fraser’s Self-!erapy for the Stutterer. Written in 
1978, Fraser’s book outlines ideas and ways to improve your %uency on your own, 
outside of the therapeutic community, using practice techniques and self-imposed 
challenges to reach his or her own goals. For stutterers who have looked outward 
for help, the idea of looking inward is a powerful one, and one that appeals to me.   

As presented thus far, stuttering is a complex problem, one which war-
rants new and innovative approaches to its treatment. One such approach may be 
found in the "eld of design. Currently, Design !inking is a very powerful way 
of approaching complex problems and "nding great success in its own "eld and 
in other disciplines. !erefore, I propose that Design !inking is a valid method 
towards seeking improvement in the lives of stutterers.
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What is Design !inking?
While verbal communication would seem to be to be my Achilles heel, 

visual communication has long been my sanctuary. From a young age, I learned 
to draw, expressing my imagination and ideas with paper, pencils, paints, and 
crayons. I continued on throughout the years, attending art school and now 
graduate school.  My pursuit of the visual medium as a way to tell a story and 
communicate my ideas has led me to my career of choice as a designer and made 
me the creative person I am today.  

Instinctively, I have always been a design thinker (unknowingly in my youth, 
with full knowledge now). Personally, I have used visual and conceptual design 
to solve problems, seek improvement, and a#ect change in my own life. Profes-
sionally, I have applied the Design !inking to the projects presented to me by 
clients.  But what is Design !inking?   

Design !inking is “generally considered the ability to combine empathy for 
the context of a problem, creativity in the generation of insights and solutions, 
and rationality to analyze and "t solutions to the context.”34 It is an approach 
to evaluate and create solutions for problems, often complex or ill-de"ned ones 
where the de"nition or reason for the problem is unknown, but an improved 
result of the status quo is sought.

 In Design !inking, observation takes precedence. One begins by de"ning 
the problem, but only after observing a given situation, group of individuals, or 
scenario. By reserving judgment and continually questioning what one is observ-
ing, insights and trends will emerge that bring the problem (or problems) to light 
and facilitate the creative potential for improvement.

Once the correct problem emerges, many solutions should be rapidly 
brainstormed, with no idea left unconsidered. A varied team or community is a 
crucial component of this stage of Design !inking, one that can o#er di#erent 
perspectives and ideas to solve the same problem. As stated by Mark Zensiak 
of Fast Company, “Design !inking suggests that better answers happen when 
"ve people work on a problem for a day, than one person for "ve days.”35 !ese 
numerous ideas are quickly prototyped, then narrowed down to determine which 
ones truly have merit.  

However, the process is not over. While certain ideas may be e#ective, and 
one may be implemented, any “"nal”  solution may still o#er the potential for 
improvement and thus should be observed again. Design !inking encourages 
an iterative process, in which the brainstorming, prototyping, and re"nement 
of ideas continues on in a cycle. !rough Design !inking, improvements are 
continually sought as new insights arise.
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Tim Brown, CEO of the leading design company IDEO, de"nes Design 
!inking as “a methodology that imbues the full spectrum of innovation activi-
ties with a human centered design ethos.”36 He believes that Design !inking is 
an integral part of innovation and can create a competitive advantage to com-
panies that utilize it. Furthermore, Design !inking goes can go beyond the 
product market and be used to solve ill-de"ned and complex problems with a vast 
number of unknown variables.

Roger Martin, Dean of the Toronto School of Business and author of the 
book !e Design of Business: Why Design !inking Is !e Next Competitive Advan-
tage, states that “Design !inking does not entail progress toward an absolute 
truth, but rather an evolving interaction with a context or environment,” and that 
it “constantly seeks a fruitful balance between reliability and validity, between 
art and science, between intuition and analytics, and between exploration and 
exploitation.”37  

He feels the most crucial tool available to design thinkers is “abductive” rea-
soning, which challenges the more accepted processes of deductive and inductive 
reasoning existing in today’s business world. “!ose two modes, grounded in the 
scienti"c tradition,” states Martin, “allow the speaker to declare at the end of the 
reasoning process that a statement is true or false.”38

Yet Martin feels problem-solving approaches that only use deductive and 
inductive logic are incomplete. A design thinker’s world is more suited to abduc-
tive reasoning because they actively “look for new data points, challenge accepted 
explanations, and infer possible new worlds.” As Martin states, “understanding 
does not entail progress toward an absolute truth but rather an evolving interac-
tion with a context or environment.”39

Furthermore, Design !inking seeks to take the next step of putting these 
tools into the hands of people who are not designers and apply them to a greater 
range of problems. !is powerful application shows the range of Design !ink-
ing, as it is not strictly limited to the design "eld. Its core methodologies can be 
applied and tailored to numerous complex, cross-disciplinary problems. 
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Stuttering and Design !inking
Stutterers, in our own way, are Design !inkers, laden with a set of chal-

lenges to overcome in how we communicate with the world. We have learned by 
observance, insight, brainstorming, and experience what can work to our advan-
tage in certain situations, and what might fall short or trip them up. We try and 
fail; we adapt and succeed; we learn as we progress along in our lives towards im-
proved speech. Our stuttering lives could be viewed as one long Design !inking 
project, constantly seeking improvement, by small degrees, as we observe what 
each new speaking situation reveals.  

As IDEO’s Tim Brown states, “Design !inking incorporates iteration and 
failure-tolerance throughout its process to deliver frequent and early feedback and 
allow constant revision in light of experience.”40  

We stutterers have the instincts to act as design thinkers. We just need to 
de"ne a framework, a process we can repeat, and codify into our daily lives.  

Stuttering is a complex problem, and as John C. Harrison states, “can be 
more accurately understood as a system involving the entire person.”41 Harrison 
himself believes that stuttering is not simply a physiological issue or a psycho-
logical one, but one that requires a holistic approach that identi"es an overall 
spectrum of observable issues and works to alleviate them simultaneously. His 
idea of the Stuttering Hexagon, “an interactive system that’s comprised of at least 
six essential components: behaviors, emotions, perceptions, beliefs, intentions and 
physiological responses,”42 strongly evokes the idea that the treatment of stutter-
ing must be approached holistically in order to be e#ective.

Design !inking utilizes this holistic approach towards problem solving in 
much the same way.
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Malcolm Fraser’s Self !erapy for the Stutterer implores stutterers to learn to 
evaluate their stutterer and take it upon themselves to practice and improve.

Similarly, Design !inking preaches observation and evaluation across all 
facets of a problem in order to create prototyped ideas and discover solutions, 
alone or with a community.

I believe that stutterers may bene"t from Design !inking principles, 
through a new process that can create the foundation for improving stuttering 
%uency. Stutterers have not realized what the power of observing themselves, 
seeking new insights, and prototyping quick experiments can do to their commu-
nication. Furthermore, Design !inking seeks to teach others to become creative 
design thinkers and encourages utilizing a community of peers to aid them.

!erefore, can stutterers learn to be design thinkers, and creatively tackle 
their own stuttering through the framework of design methodology? I think so.
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!e ideology of !e Redesigned Stutterer, a term I have created, is the core 
result of my research, and the basis for any future projects. I strongly think that a 
stutterer can learn to act as a Design !inker, by analyzing and observing him-
self, brainstorming ideas either alone or with a community of peers, and identi-
fying experiments that can be prototyped and further re"ned to improve their 
particular situation. !rough the iterative processes of Design !inking, changes 
can be attempted, and if successful, made into lasting habits.  

Contrary to how it may sound, I am not attempting to create a new system 
of therapy. What I am proposing is a system of evaluation, experimentation, 
and discussion to help stutterers bring new insight into their stuttering in 
an exploratory and possibly successful way. Only the stutterer himself really 
knows every variable and nuance of his stutter and its e#ects. !is new system 
will allow the stutterer to discover these observable variables and use these 
insights to achieve his own goals. Alone, with a group of fellow stutterers, or 
as a way to augment his current therapy, this process can become a framework 
for achieving tangible results.

What am I proposing? After taking various ideas about the Design !ink-
ing process from such esteemed sources as Roger Martin and Tim Brown, and 
combining them with my own stuttering experiences and research, I have devised 
a three stage, nine part process for !e Redesigned Stutterer.  

!e process consists of:

DISCOVERY
I.     Evaluate the stutter
II.   Observe the situation
III.  Brainstorm ideas

EXPERIMENTATION
IV.   De"ne the experiment
V.     Prototype the experiment
VI.  Observe the results

CODIFY & MASTER
VII.    Con"gure a new technique.
VIII.  Experience & master
IX.     Repeat & re"ne.

!e Redesigned Stutterer
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Discovery
I.      Evaluate the stutter
II.    Observe the situation
III.  Brainstorm ideas



I. Evaluate the stutter 
How does a stutterer start to think like a designer?  As Roger Martin 

states, “the "rst step to acquiring a design thinker’s stance is to be conscious of 
your own stance. !ink about the decisions you make and explicitly ask yourself 
about the assumptions and beliefs behind them.”43  

Similarly, Malcolm Fraser, in his book Self-!erapy for the Stutterer, asserts: 
“!e "rst thing you must do is to admit to yourself that you need to change, that 
you really want to do something about the way you presently talk.”44

!e "rst step for a stutterer in “redesigning himself ” is to evaluate him-
self. He starts by asking questions such as “How do I feel about myself and my 
stutter? How has it a#ected my life? What situations are the hardest for me to 
speak?” After answering these questions, the stutterer arrives at aspects of his 
stuttering that he wishes to improve. From these, he should focus on one issue, 
or stuttering situation, to tackle at a time.

In order to focus down this list, he should consider the following criteria:

1. Can this stuttering situation be easily observed by myself and others?
2. Can this stuttering situation be easily repeated?
3. Can I "t this stuttering situation into my daily routine? 
4. Is this stuttering situation something I can commit to completing 
    multiple times?
5. Is this stuttering situation something I am open to sharing with others?

By considering these questions, a stutterer can choose one situation to seek 
improvement. For example, a stuttering situation could be to make a phone call 
to a store and inquire about the hours or location.
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“What is the biggest e"ect of stuttering
in my daily life? I hate making phone calls.  

How can I improve this?”
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II. Observe the situation
“Since design thinkers are looking for new insights that will enable them to 

push knowledge forward, they must be able to see things that others don’t.”
       - Roger Martin45

!e stutterer performs the chosen stuttering situation from the "rst step 
of this stage (i.e. making short phone calls with a one or two designated ques-
tions) in a way that he and others can properly observe. By utilizing today’s 
ubiquitous video technology, the situation can be recorded to reveal the stut-
terer’s face and mannerisms. Video enables the stutterer to record situations 
repeatedly and candidly.

!e stutterer should repeat this procedure over a short period of time, 
around 8-12 instances of the situation.  In contrast to the large number of ex-
periments needed for scienti"c experiments, this number allows the stutterer to 
quickly view emerging patterns in situations, while also providing a rapid turn-
around time for adaptation. 

While !e Redesigned Stutterer process is not a rigid scienti"c experiment, 
it does bene"t the stutterer to decide upon some objective data points to track, 
along with his subjective observations and insights.  !ese data points should be 
easy to track, related to the stuttering situation, and indicative of some possible 
improvement.  

In our example, some possible data points to track are:

1. Total %uent speaking time during a call
2. Total stuttering time during the call
3. Speci"c stuttered words or letters that appear often
4. Unnecessary “helper” or “transitional” words
5. Reoccurring bodily movements or motions

...as well as YES or NO milestones, like “practicing of speech techniques 
before a call” or “exercising before a call.”

Any data point that is related to the stutterer’s situation and is possible to 
track is acceptable, and is often only limited by the creativity of the stutterer.  It 
is recommended to track this data either with a notebook, a spreadsheet program, 
or on a blog, and to be vigilant about it. !is data can show the stutterer and his 
community of observers if improvements are being made and how current and 
future experiments e#ect the results.
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“Hello, I would like to know what time you close
tonight, and where you are located?”
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III. Brainstorm ideas
Upon completion of this initial cycle of videotaping and observation, the 

stutterer is now ready to brainstorm ideas that may improve the situation. Unlike a 
typical Design !inking process, thought, there is no real need to de"ne a problem, 
because the problem is “stuttering”. Instead, !e Redesigned Stutterer immediately 
progresses ahead into brainstorming.

Using a community of peers, as well as his own personal insights and 
instincts, the stutterer will begin a brainstorming session. !is brainstorming is 
often de"ned as divergent thinking – the building up of ideas, free from curation 
or convergence–with the goal of rapidly o#ering ideas to improve the problem.

 During this brainstorming session with the community, the stutterer 
equally considers all o#ered ideas, no matter what they may be. “Unlike analytical 
thinking,” reads Wikipedia, “Design !inking is a creative process based around 
the ‘building up’ of ideas. !ere are no judgments early on in Design !inking.” 46 

Furthermore, as Roger Martin o#ers, “a Design !inker sees the world as a 
place that welcomes new ideas, rather than a hostile environment that punishes 
change.”47 Preconceived ideas or closed-minded debate are not conducive to the 
ultimate goals of this process, as this stage is where ideas are shared freely.

A community of peers openly o#ering up ideas acts as a powerful, addi-
tional resource to the stutterer himself, who may often be quite biased with his 
own observations. !is community can become incredibly valuable in revealing 
behavioral nuances that even the stutterer cannot or refuses to see. Additional, 
the stutterer’s objective data points and subjective observations become even more 
valuable here, as the community can analysis and utilize these results to further 
propose ideas.  

At the end of this brainstorming session (and the Discovery phase), the stut-
terer is left with many interesting and possibly valid ideas for improving his %uency 
in his speci"c stuttering situation. Now, it is his turn to decide what to experiment 
with "rst.

THE REDESIGNED STUTTERER
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* +

“You could exercise before each call!”
“You could try to smile more!”

“You could call with another person in the room!”

“I could consciously try to talk slower, right?” 
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Experimentation
IV.   De#ne the experiment
V.     Prototype the experiment
VI.  Observe the results
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IV. De#ne the experiment.
It is now the stutterer’s job to choose an idea that seems most promising 

and can be easily prototyped and observed. !is narrowing down to one single 
idea from the previous brainstorming session is often termed convergent think-
ing. Tim Brown asserts that “in the divergent phase, new options emerge. In 
the convergent phase it is just the reverse: now it’s time to eliminate options and 
make choices.” 48  

Again, in converging the previous brainstorming results and de"ning a 
single, initial experiment, the stutterer must consider many of the same questions 
from his initial evaluation and observation cycle, which may be:

 
1. Does it seem valid and might it lead to an improvement?
2. Can this experiment be observed easily in the same context as my 
    initial observations (to keep results consistent)? 
3. Can it be repeatable over a set amount of time or instances?
4. Will it "t within my previous data points? 

While the community will o#er their thoughts on which idea to try "rst, 
it is up to the stutterer to assume the lead role and make the "nal decision. In 
our example, the subject decided to concentrate on a slower rate of speech as his 
initial experiment.  

Yet while a decision has been made, it is by no means the only possible idea 
to utilize. Other ideas may be equally or more valid, and should be recorded for 
future consideration after experimenting with this initial idea.  If the experimen-
tation with one idea fails, experimentation with the others can be attempted as 
well until an improvement is found. !e power in Design !inking is that many 
ideas can be prototyped rapidly without spending too much time on an idea that, 
in the end, falls short of the hoped for goals.

THE REDESIGNED STUTTERER
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“Everyone, I feel that talking at a much slower 
rate is an idea that might work.” 
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V. Prototype the experiment.
“!e goal of prototyping isn’t to "nish,” states Tim Brown of IDEO. “It is to 

learn about the strengths and weaknesses of the idea and to identify new direc-
tions that further prototypes might take. Prototypes should command only as 
much time, e#ort, and investment as are needed to generate useful feedback and 
evolve an idea”49

!e stutterer again makes videotaped calls of the initial stuttering situation 
and observes the results. Only now, the stutterer adds in the idea he has cho-
sen for the experiment and observes it objectively (with the same data points as 
their original videos) and subjectively (through their own insights and opinions). 
Again, the prototyping/experimenting process is a rapid one, limited to simply 
enough attempts to gain a new insight, observe a new trend, or determine if the 
idea has merit.   

In the case of our example, the stutterer has chosen to “talk at a slower rate,” 
and will proceed with observable experiments that utilize this.

THE REDESIGNED STUTTERER
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“Hello, I would like to know what time you close
tonight, and where you are located?”

(slower.........)
  



VI. Observe the results
Upon completion of this next set of videotaped experiments, the stut-

terer will reconvene with his community of peers and discuss the objective and 
subjective results. If the stuttering situation has been treated in the same way, 
the results could potentially show an improvement. Together, this group session 
may "nd that the proposed experiment from section IV has worked successfully. 
Or they may "nd that it did not work at all, or has illuminated another problem. 
Together, the stutterer and community will discover whether their idea has been 
e#ective or not in a short time frame. “!e faster we make our ideas tangible, the 
sooner we will be able to evaluate them, re"ne them, and zero in on the best solu-
tion,” says Tim Brown. 50 

“Typically, even with a talented abductive thinker, the initial prototype falls 
well short of what’s desired. !ose shortcomings, viewed from the design 
thinker’s stance, o#er the opportunity to infer what would make the pro-
totype better, giving rise to a succession of new tests, new inferences, new 
prototypes, until we arrive at a winning design—whether that is a design of 
a product, service, customer experience, or organization.”
                 - Roger L. Martin51 

!e initial chosen idea may not be the "nal one, but the stutterer is well on 
his way.  !e Experimentation Stage can be repeated to try out another idea, draw-
ing from the pool of ideas o#ered during the original brainstorming sessions.  
Design !inking encourages as much iteration as needed to arrive at a solution 
that has valid results and shows improvement.  In our example, the stutterer feels 
that yes, the idea of a slower rate has shown some improvement in his speci"c 
stuttering situation.
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“It worked really well!”
“!e slow rate was pretty good...”

“You still tripped up on a few words,
but  overall, much better.”

“I seemed to be much more successful, yes?” 
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Codify & Re"ne
VII.    Con#gure a new technique.
VIII.  Experience & master
IX.      Repeat & re#ne.



VII. Con#gure a new technique.
 “!e "nal tool of the design thinker is con"guration—translating the idea 

into an activity system that will produce the desired…outcome.”52 
       - Roger L. Martin

When a prototyped idea shows validity, it can be con"gured to become a 
new activity. !is act changes the idea into a repeatable technique that can be 
used over and over in this speci"c stuttering situation.  It also can be considered 
for any current therapy or treatment that the stutterer is engaged in.  In our 
example, the stutterer (with the help of his community), has determined that his 
“slower rate of speech” has enough merit to become a technique that he can use.
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“Talking at a slow rate has been shown to 

improve my $uency when making short calls.
I’m going to continuing working on this.”
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VIII. Experience & master
With an activity now decided upon, the stutterer should continue to experi-

ence this newly discovered technique over and over again. While continuing to 
use and (possibly achieving mastery) within the con"nes of his speci"c stuttering 
situation, the stutterer should be prepared to try new situations that may truly 
test his new technique.

Once again, the way to accomplish this is to videotape and observe, using 
the same objective and subjective analysis that has propelled the process thus far.  
Only by continuing on with the new activity can the stutterer discover if it has 
lasting power or needs to be re"ned or reconsidered.

As Roger Martin states, “Successful Design !inkers—at any level of the 
organization—will devote time and practice to mastering the speci"c tools and 
skills associated with their role. !ey will strive to understand how things work 
within their system. But, at the same time, they will consciously and explicitly 
seek out opportunities to try new things and test their boundaries.”53   

In our example, the stutterer will continue to use his slow rate. Now, though, 
he may expand his comfort zone by asking additional questions, or entering dif-
ferent calling scenarios. His observations and results will show if he has a long 
term solution.
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“I can ask the hours and location of a store, but
what if I ask a speci#c question about a product

of theirs? Will my slower rate hold up?”
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IX. Repeat & re#ne
Gains made from the "rst eight steps of !e Redesigned Stutterer process can 

always be improved upon, which is why the "nal step always leads back to the be-
ginning. New insights can be discovered and slight improvements can be imple-
mented that will build upon the knowledge base already acquired by the stutterer. 
Design methodologies allow for this…in fact, it is encouraged.
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“Talking slower, while de#nitely an improvement, 

is still not the perfect solution in all cases.  
I’m noticing that I’m still anxious on the phone...

what can I do improve that?”
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Next        Steps



Preliminary Experimentations
About a year ago, before there was !e Redesigned Stutterer process and a 

series of stages, I was encouraged by my wife to try and videotape some of my 
phone calls. It was a simple idea–a way to start to get some control over my stut-
tering and possibly learn more about myself.  It was also a scary, anxiety-"lled 
exercise that I was at "rst very reluctant to do. Why would I want to observe my 
own stuttering?

Yet by using this process over the time period of one year, I noticed incre-
mental improvements in my stuttering. !e act of videotaping myself in speci"c 
situations, like phone calls and presentations in front of audiences, gave me the 
ability to analyze and evaluate.  Instinctively, I was applying Design !inking 
to my stuttering by observing my actions, brainstorming ways to improve what I 
was seeing, and imagining solutions for myself that I soon put into action. I even 
started a blog and uploaded my videos there, and received feedback from friends 
and strangers alike, all which inspired me to continue on.

More importantly, my preliminary experimentations and further research 
began to inspire others. !rough social media channels, I’ve met other stut-
terers who have been interested in my experiments, a few who even began to 
videotape their own phone calls!  It showed me that yes, this process could 
resonate with others and possibly o#er them a new way to approach their stut-
tering.

I believe that by applying Design !inking to stuttering, I am creating a 
unique new approach towards improving the lives of stutterers. Furthermore, 
this ideology will add to both the stuttering and design communities, which 
rarely intersect. !e stuttering community is exposed to design methodology 
and a process that could be of great value, while the design community is given 
further validation that Design !inking can a#ect an almost seemingly unre-
lated area of need.

A Community of Redesigned Stutterers

I seek to teach other stutterers to follow my lead and learn to advocate for 
themselves. Stutterers can learn to use the process of !e Redesigned Stutterer, 
and with the present-day advances in connective technologies, form an open 
community around this idea. !is community would resemble the early days of 
Wikipedia.com, with the common goals of sharing information and assisting 
others in creating their own successful experiments.  

Going Forward
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!is community involvement from others is essential to my process. Aside 
from providing alternate views and ideas a various points in the process, a com-
munity would provide support, something vitality important to stutterers who are 
trying to improve their %uency. Ten years ago, a community of adult stutterers 
would be a Herculean task to assemble. Now, thanks to the internet and social 
media, I belong to three online stuttering communities with over 200+ members 
each who eagerly share and support each other in real time.  

For Further Academic Investigation

Looking ahead, this community and its pool of information could be 
used by academics, including speech language pathologists, to gain invaluable 
insight about the stuttering community.  !e data available from videotaped 
experiments along with the subjective analysis of stutterers an peers could be 
studied and utilized to create educational and research opportunities.  !rough 
these academic initiatives and increased exposure to their habits and behaviors, 
stutterers could be a#ected on a greater scale in ways unimaginable at this 
moment. Ideally, mainstream opinion could eventually be swayed and a more 
tolerant understanding and acceptance of stutterers could be achieved.

Questions

While !e Redesigned Stutterer has vast potential, there are many questions 
to consider going forward. 

1. How will stutterers be attracted to this process and this potential commu-
nity, versus the countless other available methods and groups that are out there?

2. How can this community grow over time?
3. What would the proper online technology and functionality be to facili-

tate sharing and growth in this community?
4. Is there a way to standardize and track observational results so that com-

parisons and analysis can be made, while still keeping it open-ended to allow for 
unique situations, behaviors, and goals?

5. Stutterers are often a#ected by the whims of their mood, environmental 
changes, times of days, or disruptive acts out of their control.  How can the pro-
cess take into account the day-to-day changes that may happen to a stutterer, and 
still keep the results of any experiments consistent with the previous ones?

6. What speci"c ways can this community be used by academics?
7. What long terms a#ects could be achieved by educating stutterers and 

their supportive communities in the ways of design and design processes?
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About a year ago, before there was a process and a series of stages, I was en-
couraged by my wife to try and videotape some of my phone calls. It was a simple 
idea – a way to start to get some control over my stuttering and possibly learn 
more about myself. It was also a scary, anxiety-"lled exercise that I was at "rst 
very reluctant to do. Why would I want to observe my own stuttering?

Yet by using this process over the time period of 1 year, I noticed incre-
mental improvements in my stuttering.  !e act of videotaping myself in speci"c 
situations, like phone calls and presentations in front of audiences, gave me the 
ability to analyze and evaluate. Instinctively, I was applying Design !inking 
to my stuttering by observing my actions, brainstormed ways to improve what I 
was seeing, and imagined solutions for myself that I soon put into action.  I even 
started a blog and uploaded my videos there, and received feedback from friends 
and strangers alike, all which inspired me to continue on.

More importantly, my preliminary experimentations and further research 
have helped me & inspired others. !rough social media channels, I’ve met other 
stutterers who have been interesting in my experiments, and even inspired to try 
some on their own. It showed my that yes, this process does resonate with others 
and can o#er them a new way to approach their stutterering.
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Overview
 Using myself as the subject, along with three individuals acting as my 

community of peers, I engaged in !e Redesigned Stutterer process over a month’s 
time. During this time, I discovered a viable technique for improving my speak-
ing %uency in a speci"c stuttering situation (short phone calls).

Conclusions
By using the process for 30 days, subject rapidly learned that a slower speak-
ing rate could improve %uency on short phone calls to strangers. 
Objectively, subject improved his original %uency 32% during his initial ex-
periments and 12% when attempting more elaborate calls using a slowed rate.
!rough videotaping, subject observed behaviors and mannerisms that gave 
him an enhanced understanding of  his speci"c stuttering issues.
Community involvement was invaluable in brainstorming & o#ering insights.

Data Points Results Key
Fluent seconds - Amount of time during the call that the subject was speaking 
%uently (without stuttering).
Stuttering Seconds - Amount of time during the call that the subject was stut-
tering (in subject’s case, blocking).
# of  “ums” - Number of times subject said “um” or “uh”.
# of  extra words - Number of times subject used extra, unnecessary words to 
transition between words or stutterers.
Practice? - Did the subject practice any speech therapy techniques that day?
Exercise? - Did the subject exercise today before making calls?
Overall Score - !e overall score is a quick reference to gauge improvement.
!e result is reached by taking the percentage of stuttering seconds from the
%uent seconds, and then adding in 2 points for each “um” or extra words.

THE LOWER THE OVERALL SCORE, THE BETTER.

Very %uent                       Needs work                           Dis%uent 60+30-590-29

THE REDESIGNED STUTTERER

!e Process
I. Evaluate the stutter - Subject decided to try and improve his %uency while 

making short phone calls to stores & restaurants in his immediate neighborhood.

II. Observe the situation - Over seven days, subject made 21 videotaped 
calls to stores and restaurants, noting his subjective observations and objective 
data points.

III. Brainstorm ideas - Subject reviewed  his videos and observations with 
a community of peers, who o#ered ideas on how to alleviate his stuttering in this 
speci"c situation.

IV. De"ne the experiment - Drawing from the pool of brainstormed ideas, 
subject decided to experiment by using a slower speaking rate.

V. Prototype the experiment - Over 7 days, subject again made 21 short 
calls, but now attempted to utilize a slower speaking rate. Subject again noted 
his subjective observations and objective data points.

VI. Observe the results - Subject reviewed videos again with the commu-
nity, who all agreed that speaking with a slower rate showed improved %uency in 
this situation.

VII. Con"gure a new technique - After discussing with the community, 
subject decided to continue working on his new technique of a slowed rate for 
short phone calls. 

VIII. Experience & master - Subject once again made videotaped calls us-
ing his slowed rate, but attempted to expand his earlier attempts by asking more 
elaborate questions during the calls. 

IX. Repeat & re"ne - Subject examined his progress, and decided that 
while the slow helped overall, it did not perform as well in all instances.  
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Discovery (Stage 1)

DAY 1 : CALL 1  
!istle Hill Tavern

DAY 1 : CALL 3 
Peppino’s Italian Restaurant

DAY 2 : CALL 2 
Scalino’s Restaurant

DAY 1 : CALL 2
Park Slope Ale House

DAY 2 : CALL 1
Monsignor’s Restaurant

DAY 2 : CALL 3
Fonda Mexican Restaurant

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

:10
:11

6
8

N
Y

:06
:09

5
5

N
Y

:05
:03

1
3
Y
Y

:09
:07

3
6

N
Y

:08
:13

5
15
Y
Y

:09
:09

1
7
Y
Y

“!is was my "rst call, so I was nervous. I started o# relatively 
con"dent. But, I really lost it in asking the second question. 
Notice my hand trying to make a rhythm...good idea?”

“I tried to bypass saying ‘Hello’, only to trip up on ‘What’...the 
rest of the call is downhill from there. I frequent Peppino’s of-
ten, and could almost feel the hostess laughing at me.  Bad call.”

“Took a wonderfully deep breath before speaking my "rst ques-
tion…seemed really con"dent! !is was a better call overall.”

“I often get %ustered when talking with a person who cuts me o# 
or interjects randomly. Not the worst call, but her repetition of 
the hours caused me to lose some momentum.”

“!rown o# by the fact that the "rst woman really didn’t seem 
to understand me…or maybe she wasn’t equipped to answer 
the phone.”

“A bit hectic in the background, and the phone switch to 
another person might have made me a bit nervous.”

80.4

80.0

45.5

61.8

101.9

66.0
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DAY 3 : CALL 1  
Boing Boing 

DAY 3 : CALL 3 
Cog and Pearl

DAY 4 : CALL 2 
Sweet Charity

DAY 3 : CALL 2
Bergen Street Comics

DAY 4 : CALL 1
Bora Books

DAY 4 : CALL 3
Toy Space

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

:08
:05

3
8
Y
Y

:07
:06

4
5
Y
Y

:06
:11

7
4
Y
Y

:07
:05

3
8
Y
Y

:10
:01

1
5
Y
Y

:07
:02

2
1
Y
Y

“ I had always heard the owners here were snobby, and expected 
some judgement on the call...which is very bad for my %uency. 
A case of my unfounded assumptions getting the best of me.” 

“I’m trying to streamline this call by removing the ‘hello’. It’s 
just not natural for me, though. !e words ‘located’ and ‘thank 
you’ are still really giving me trouble.”

“I can tell by my sitting posture that I am very tense and not 
breathing well. A very dis%uent call that I probably could have 
avoided by taking a few breaths before and throughout.”

“I can see from the video that I am very "dgety. Lots of excess 
energy that causes my %uency to worsen. I am blinking a lot and
can’t seem to sit still.”

“Finally, my "rst really %uent call. I can see that I am con-
sciously trying to slow down my speaking a bit, and adopting a 
more breathy style. ‘Located’ and ‘thank you’ still a problem.”

“I turned it around for this very %uent call, talking con"dently 
and with purpose. Almost got blocked on the usual words like 
‘located’ and ‘thank you’, but worked through it.”

60.5

64.2

86.7

63.7

21.1

28.2
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Discovery (Stage 1) continued...

DAY 5 : CALL 1  
Prospect Wines

DAY 5 : CALL 3 
Big Nose Full Body Wines

DAY 6 : CALL 2 
On !e Move Bike Shop

DAY 5 : CALL 2
Windsor Wines

DAY 6 : CALL 1
Bagel Hole

DAY 6 : CALL 3
Seventh Avenue Art Supplies

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

:07
:09

6
5

N
Y

:08
:06

3
2

N
Y

:09
:04

3
2
Y
Y

:12
:06

4
4

N
Y

:11
:09

9
18
Y
Y

:08
:02

1
0
Y
Y

“Really got bogged down here. I can tell I am tense and glanc-
ing all around, hoping to get the words out. I don’t seem to be 
breathing much, either.  A very frustrating call.”

“While my extra words and ‘ums’ were reduced, I’m still not as 
%uent as I should be. !is call shows better control overall, but I 
still look tense and sound nervous.”

“!e word ‘located’, a word that is a key word in my question, 
trips up an otherwise good call. I anticipate having trouble on 
the word beforehand, which then leads me to block on it.”

“It’s amazing how much trouble ‘thank you’ has been giving me, 
especially in this call. An otherwise average call that really loses 
any positive momentum with my inability to close it out.”

“Maybe it was the unnatural call in itself...who calls a Bagel 
Place to ask for a location and hours?...or maybe the fact that I 
was called out on it. I panicked, and acted really awkward.”

“While I spoke at a faster rate during this call, I seemed to 
exude con"dence while speaking, which carried me through. 
Something to think about going forward.”

78.3

52.9

42.1

49.3

99.0

25.8
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DAY 7 : CALL 1  
Neegard Pharmacy

DAY 7 : CALL 3 
Namh !ai Kitchen

DAY 7 : CALL 2
Song Restaurant

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

:05 
:03

3
1
Y
Y

:08
:02

0
1
Y
Y

:11
:01

1
3
Y
Y

“Often, the tone of a person will throw me o#. He sounded 
apathetic and uninterested, and while I don’t expect much from 
those answering my simple questions, that does discourage me.”

“!is was a great call - a nice, slow %ow with no extra words. 
When the person on the other end speaks English as a second 
language, I often feel con"dent about my own ability to speak.”

“I handled this call very well. !ere were a lot of chances to 
get blocked, but I kept my concentration and managed to stay 
controlled without panicking.”

43.3

22.0

16.3

Average 
Fluency Score 
for Discovery : 

56.6



Experimentation (Stage 2)

DAY 8 : CALL 1  
Brooklyn Industries 

DAY 8 : CALL 3  
Payless Shoestore 

DAY 9 : CALL 2  
Cafe Luluc

DAY 8 : CALL 2  
Goldie Mac

DAY 9 : CALL 1  
Chocolate Room

DAY 9 : CALL 3 
Waterfalls Cafe

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

:08
:03

3
5
Y
Y

:08
:00

0
1
Y
Y

:07
:04

2
1
Y
Y

:10
:02

3
2
Y
Y

:12
:03

1
2
Y
Y

:06
:04

2
1
Y
Y

“My "rst call ‘o$cially’ experimenting with a slower rate, but 
I really started o# too fast.  I also threw in a new twist on my 
second question, anticipated blocking on it...and did just that.”

“I really handled the slow rate well here.  A near perfect call, 
which surprised me so much that I just said ‘thank you’ and 
hung up the phone without asking a second question!”

“Once again, ‘located’ and ‘thank you’ prove to be stumbling 
blocks. But, this call shows good enunciation, and I seem con"-
dent in my questions...which is always a plus.”

“Much better here with my slowed rate, and mentally, the per-
son’s bubbly personality set me at ease.  A few extra words here 
and there, but very good overall.”

“A bit fast, and some blocking on ‘thank you’...but otherwise, a 
great call in which I successfully navigated having to repeat a 
question again. Usually, I would block there immediately.”

“I notice my hands moving, trying to draw out a rhythm...
something to try more in the future? Overall, I’m talking 
slower and using less extra words, but this call is just average.”

43.3

2.0

42.4

27.1

26.0

46.0
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DAY 10 : CALL 1    
Pranga Bookstore

DAY 10 : CALL 3 
Smith and Vine

DAY 11 : CALL 2  
Book Court

DAY 10 : CALL 2  
!e Painted Pot

DAY 11 : CALL 1  
Scotto Wines

DAY 11 : CALL 3  
K&C Art Supplies

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

:11
:04

2
5
Y
Y

:06
:05

3
1
Y
Y

:09
:03

4
2
Y
Y

:08
:03

1
2
Y
Y

:09
:04

3
2
Y
Y

:09
:05

4
3
Y
Y

“Wonderful start to this call...slower rate is working, and I sound 
composed! But once again, ‘thank you’, which should be e#ortless, 
is really bogging me down. Random questions hurt as well.”

“Again, my perception of the other person’s annoyance %usters 
me and causes me to lose con"dence. It’s unfortunate, but as a 
stutterer, my extreme reactions to voice tones will cause blocks.”

“Overall, I seemed a bit anxious here, but kept it together 
through most of the call. Once again, ‘thank you’ forces me to 
knock down the score of an otherwise good call.”

“A very good call with a few seconds of blocking on ‘thank you’...
but overall, I am calm and speaking with more con"dence than 
before, as well as keeping the slower rate.”

“My slow rate here was wonderful...but again, tripped up by the 
word ‘located’. I am beginning to realize it’s more of a mental 
issue now than anything I am doing physically.”

“It really comes down to the key words in this call...’hello’, 
‘located’, and ‘thank you’. I anticipate these words too much, 
realizing the whole call pivots on them, and I end up blocking.”

40.7

53.5

37.0

33.3

40.8

49.7

93



Experimentation (Stage 2) continued...

DAY 12 : CALL 1  
Cutie Kid

DAY 12 : CALL 3   
Rico

DAY 13 : CALL 2  
Butter Consignment

DAY 12 : CALL 2
Jonathan Adler

DAY 13 : CALL 1  
Blue Ribbon General Store

DAY 13 : CALL 3  
Hollander & Lexer

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

:09
:05

2
2

N
Y

:07
:03

2
3

N
Y

:09
:05

4
4
Y
Y

:08
:03

4
1

N
Y

:07
:01

1
1
Y
Y

:04
:09

4
3
Y
Y

“I’m so close to powering through some of these blocks...the 
slowed rate is working better, and I recover in the beginning 
very well.  But, I’m still not there yet...”

“Again, I don’t seem to be at ease, visibly "ghting to get through 
this call. On paper, the call is not bad, but the overall feeling I 
get after watching it is not very positive.”

“I feel that I am reverting here a bit, and slipped back into my 
extra words and ‘ums’ that were so apparent in my Discovery 
calls. After my previous great call, this is unfortunate.”

“I sense I have less con"dence here, even blocking after ‘hello’.  
Yes, I’m controlled, have a only few issues, and am speaking 
slower, but overall it seems like a struggle to get through.”

“!is was a great call, but one requiring a lot of concentration 
on my part. I’m not as slow as I’d like to be, but just the fact 
that I am slowing down a little is making a big di#erence.”

“No matter how well I do, I’m always going to have a disastrous 
call once in awhile. !is is the only call that I pulled out from 
early, ending it due to the terrible time I was having.

43.7

40.0

51.7

37.3

16.5 

85.2

94 95

DAY 14 : CALL 1  
Blue Marble

DAY 14 : CALL 3  
Ample Hills Creamery

DAY 14 : CALL 2  
Joyce Bake Shop

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

:08
:05

3
8
Y
Y

:13
:02

3
3
Y
Y

:07
:02

3
0
Y
Y

“Moments of this call were good, but some large blocks really gave 
me trouble, especially the ‘thank you’ at the end. I feel like I am 
forcing out words awkwardly. I need to let my words %ow more.”

“Good call aside, the most interesting part is the facial expression 
I make around 12 seconds. It’s like I am battling within to get my 
words out. I succeed here. My slower rate is working well.”

“!is call was precariously close to being much worse, but I 
pushed through some potential blocks, and nailed the "nal 
‘thank you’. I felt much more comfortable and I can see it.”

60.5

25.3

28.2

Average 
Fluency Score 
for Experimentation : 

39.5



Codify & Re#ne (Stage 3)

DAY 15 : CALL 1  
Babbo’s Books

DAY 15 : CALL 3 
Juice Box Wines and Spirits

DAY 16 : CALL 2 
Kimosa

DAY 15 : CALL 2
Argyle Yarn

DAY 16 : CALL 1
Four and Twenty Blackbirds

DAY 16 : CALL 3
Lady Bird Bakery

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

:07
:10

7
6

N
Y

:09
:05

4
3

N
Y

:07
:06

4
3
Y
Y

:07
:09

5
4

N
Y

:08
:05

3
5
Y
Y

:10
:03

2
1
Y
Y

“At this stage, I’m trying to continue talking slower AND add 
some more speci"c questions. I am terribly nervous because of this 
change & really botch this initial attempt. I need to relax more.”

“I’m very nervous throughout the beginning of this call, but my 
demeanor and speech quickly change after a positive response.  
Unfortunately, I lose much of my slower rate after this happens.”

“I begin by rocking back and forth. I’m nervous and not at ease.  
!e woman’s abrupt tone threw me o# and the rest of the call 
when downhill. It’s hard talking slower when I’m still anxious.”

“Once again, the fact that I am now asking more unique questions 
related to the store is throwing me o#. I feel like I will get a con-
fronting response...but why? I’m forgetting my slower rate.”

“Watching this call makes me nervous. I am visibly blocking 
on most of the key words, shaking and glancing around, and 
sitting very hunched over throughout.”

“I really focused on slowing down and not letting my anxiety 
from today’s previous calls get the better of me, and spoke well 
throughout this call. I regained faith again in the slower rate.”

84.8

49.7

60.2

70.3

54.5

29.1

96

DAY 17 : CALL 1  
Connecticut Mu%n

DAY 17 : CALL 3 
Joyce Bake Shop

DAY 18 : CALL 2 
Game Champ #2

DAY 17 : CALL 2
Colson Patisserie

DAY 18: CALL 1
Game Champ #1

DAY 18 : CALL 3
Next Level

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

:07
:05

4
0
Y
Y

:08
:09

6
4
Y
Y

:13
:01

3
4
Y
Y

:07
:04

2
2
Y
Y

:11
:02

4
1
Y
Y

:15
:07

6
7
Y
Y

“!e quest for cupcakes continues, and still manages to trip me 
up. I utilize the slower rate decently well, but still seem nervous 
and anxious. I also need to breath more in between phrases.”

“I feel that by talking slower, I am losing some ‘authoritative vol-
ume’ in my voice. While my rate is "ne, I sound unsure and timid, 
which really e#ects my %uency. What do I need to change?”

“Another great call in which I spoke slowly but with authority, 
even rebounding well during a repeated question. Again, this 
call was made right after running...did that make me calm?”

“I’m using a slower rate, but seemed to have a hard time between 
‘hello’ and getting started on my next phrase.  !e word ‘cupcakes’ 
continues to vex me, and my darting eyes show my frustration.”

“While the beginning looks a bit shaky, I really concentrated 
on my slow rate, and powered through the whole call. I felt very 
con"dent, fresh back from a run. A case for exercise?”

“I sped up during a few of my questions, and had more blocks 
than the day’s previous two calls. For some reason, I was a bit 
more nervous, blocking during areas that I previously did not.”

49.7

72.9

21.1

44.4

25.4

57.8

97



Codify & Re#ne (Stage 3) continued...

DAY 19 : CALL 1  
7th Avenue Art Supply

DAY 19 : CALL 3 
Village Copier Harlem

DAY 20 : CALL 2 
Rosetta Wines and Spirits

DAY 19 : CALL 2
Village Copier 13th Street

DAY 20 : CALL 1
Union Square Wines and Spirits 

DAY 20 : CALL 3
City Hall Wines and Spirits

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

:15
:08

4
6

N
Y

:06
:01

0
2

N
Y

:11
:04

6
2
Y
Y

:25
:10

8
8

N
Y

:17
:05

5
11
Y
Y

:10
:02

2
2
Y
Y

“While my slow rate began this call well, my inability to keep up 
my speech technique AND think on the %y exposes my weakness.  
I was too excited and let myself slip into fast talking mode.”

“I hunkered down for the third call of the day, this time really 
concentrating on speaking slowly. !e call was a bit short, but I 
had better control of the rate this time.”

“It’s fascinating how I can speak %uently for the initial part of 
the call, which establishes my tone and perception to the other 
person, and yet will get blocked on the simpler second question.”

“!is is a misleading call. I had some great sentences of slowed
speech. But I am still nervous, and prone to dramatic outbursts, 
which happens when I am left to talk too long or o# my ‘script’.”

“Great use of my slow rate for the beginning of the call, but as 
I was questioned further, I began to lose my composure. If this 
technique is to work, I have to get by these anxious moments.”

“I have to admit that I was emboldened by the slow pace of this 
person’s speaking voice, so much so that I felt extremely at-ease 
(and borderline giddy) about my ability to speak well...and I did.”

54.8

18.3

42.7

60.6

54.7

24.7

98 99

DAY 21 : CALL 1  
Blanc and Rouge Wines & Spirits

DAY 21 : CALL 3 
Beacon Wines & Spirits

DAY 21 : CALL 2
Ambassador Wines & Spirits

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

Fluent seconds
Blocked seconds
# of “ums”
# of Extra Words
Practice?
Exercise?

:15
:05

5
3
Y
Y

:14
:05

4
5
Y
Y

:13
:03

3
2
Y
Y

“After a rocky start on the word ‘Ardbeg’, I held this call to-
gether decently well, even asking an additional question. Not the 
best call, but de"nitely a new peak in terms of longer calls.”

“My last experiment has left me with more questions than answers 
(which is "ne). My slower speaking rate showed improvement, but 
I’m still up & down, and my anxiety needs to be addressed.”

“A few more ‘umms’ than I would have liked, but I handled 
this call well, speaking slowly and with some authority. Quite 
empowering to see and something to keep aspiring to.”

41.0

44.3

28.8

Average 
Fluency Score 
for Codify & Re#ne : 

49.7
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